Hesitant fuzzy set has been an important tool in dealing with multiple attribute decision making (MADM) problems, especially for the decision making situation when only some values of membership are possible for an alternative on attributes. However, determining attributes weights in hesitant fuzzy MADM is still an open problem. In this paper, we propose an objective weighting approach based on Shannon information entropy, which expresses the relative intensities of attribute importance to signify the average intrinsic information transmitted to the decision maker. Furthermore, we construct a hesitant fuzzy MADM approach based on the TOPSIS method and a weighted correlation coefficient proposed in this paper. Finally, we utilize a supplier selection example to validate the objective attributes weights determining method and the proposed hesitant fuzzy MADM approach.
Introduction
For a multiple attribute decision making (MADM) problem, an expert (decision maker) must evaluate every alternative to each attribute, assess attributes weights, and select the most desirable one from all the alternatives [1] . The MADM method provides a feasible and effective way to rank all the alternatives among noncommeasurable and conflicting attributes. Some representative approaches, such as the technique for order preference by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS) [2] , the simple additive weighted (SAW) method [3] , the ordered weighted averaging (OWA) method [4] , and the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) [5] , have been successfully utilized in dealing with MADM problems. However, in most MADM situations, the preference of attributes over alternatives provided by decision makers is usually not sufficient for the crisp numerical data, because things are fuzzy, uncertain, and probably influenced by the subjectivity of the decision makers, or the knowledge and data about the problem domain are insufficient during the decision making process [6] . To solve those MADM problems with uncertainty, research has extended the use of fuzzy set theory introduced by Zadeh to develop various MADM methods [7] . On the basis of Zadeh's fuzzy set, Torra and Narukawa [8, 9] introduced hesitant fuzzy set (HFS), which allows the membership of an element to a set derived from a few different values. HFS provides an effective way in dealing with decision making situation when only some values of membership are possible for an alternative on attributes. After the pioneering work of Torra and Narukawa, a fair proportion of literatures have done the theoretical and application research within the framework of HFS. Torra and Narukawa [8, 9] firstly generalized existing operations on fuzzy sets to HFS and discussed their application in decision making. Xu and Xia introduced distance, similarity, and correlation coefficient on HFS and utilized these operations to solve hesitant fuzzy MADM problems on the basis of TOPSIS method [10] [11] [12] . Xia and Xu [13] and Zhang [14] proposed various aggregation operators on HFS, which are effective in dealing with different decision making situations.
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Chen et al. [15] presented a clustering method for HFSs based on correlation coefficient. Yu et al. [16] extended Choquet integral on HFS and discussed its application in uncertain decision making situations. Zhu et al. [17] took into account the interrelationships among arguments and proposed hesitant fuzzy geometric Bonferroni means in dealing with hesitant fuzzy MADM problems. Wei [18] presented hesitant fuzzy prioritized operators for solving the decision making problems with different priority levels' attributes. On the basis of HFS and intervalued fuzzy set, generalized HFS and interval-valued HFS were proposed and utilized in decision making situations [19] [20] [21] . Rodriguez et al. [22] utilized hesitant fuzzy linguistic term set as an extension of HFS to solve uncertain qualitative decision making settings.
It is necessary to select appropriate attributes weights in decision making situations since the varied values of attributes weights may result in different ranking order of alternatives. Generally speaking, the attributes weights are divided into objective attributes and subjective attributes according to the ways of information acquisition [23] . The subjective attributes weights are obtained by preference information on the attributes given by the decision maker, who provides subjective intuition or judgments on specific attributes. AHP method [5] and Delphi method [24] are classical approaches for determining subjective attributes weights based on the preference of decision maker. Determining objective attributes weights depends on the decision making matrix. The existing objective attributes weights determining approaches include entropy-based method and optimization methods [25] [26] [27] . Most research pertaining to MADM analysis under hesitant fuzzy environment has been utilized depending on existing attributes weights [11] [12] [13] [14] 18] . However, there is little research focusing on the problems of assessing objective attributes weights in hesitant fuzzy MADM.
In this paper, we present a new objective attributes weighting method based on Shannon information entropy in hesitant fuzzy MADM. The new objective attributes weighting method expresses the relative intensities of attribute importance to signify the average intrinsic information derived from decision maker, which has an emphasis on the discrimination among data to assess attributes weights. On the basis of known attributes weights, we construct a hesitant fuzzy MADM approach based on TOPSIS method and a weighted correlation coefficient proposed in this paper. The weighted correlation coefficient proposed in this paper takes into account the divergence among different elements on two HFSs. Therefore, the new correlation coefficient is helpful to reflect the attributes' importance in decision making situations.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the concept of HFS and some of its basic operations. Section 3 presents a new weighted correlation coefficient within the framework of HFSs. Section 4 recalls Shannon information entropy and proposes a new objective attributes weighting method and a hesitant fuzzy MADM approach. Section 5 illustrates the proposed objective weighting method and the hesitant fuzzy MADM approach through a supplier selection example. Section 6 draws a conclusion.
HFS and Its Operations
In this section, we briefly recall HFS and some of its relevant operations.
HFS
Definition 1 (see [8, 9] ). Let be a reference set; a HFS on is defined in terms of a function that when applied to returns a subset of [0, 1], which can be represented by the following mathematical symbol:
where ℎ ( ) is a set of values in [0, 1], denoting the possible membership degrees of the element ∈ to the set .
For convenience, we call ℎ ( ) a hesitant fuzzy element (HFE).
Operations on HFS
Definition 2 (see [9] ). Given a HFS ℎ ( ), Torra defined its lower and upper bounds as follows:
where ℎ − ( ) and ℎ + ( ) denote the lower and upper bound of ℎ ( ), respectively.
Definition 3 (see [8] ). Given a HFS ℎ ( ), the full set of HFS is as follows: ℎ ( ) = {1} for all ∈ .
The definition of HFS implies that the number of values in different HFEs may be different. Xu and Xia [11] introduced (ℎ ( )) to denote the number of values in ℎ ( ). Assume the elements in ℎ ( ) are in ascending order, and ℎ ( ) ( ) is the th largest value in ℎ ( ).
Definition 4 (see [13] ). For a HFE ℎ ( ), the score function (ℎ ( )) is defined as follows:
where (ℎ ( )) ∈ [0, 1].
According to the score function on HFSs, Xia and Xu [13] introduced a method for ranking HFEs. For two HFEs ℎ 1 and
Correlation Coefficient on HFS
Correlation coefficient on fuzzy set plays an important role in both theoretical and application fields, such as fuzzy pattern recognition, fuzzy clustering, artificial intelligence, and uncertain decision making. In some situations [11] , the weights of each element ∈ should be taken into account; we introduce a weighted correlation coefficient on HFS.
Definition 5. For two HFSs and on
where
It is clear that ( , ) satisfies the following three properties of correlation coefficient on HFS:
Proof. Obviously, 1 ( , ) ≤ 1 and 2 ( , ) ≤ 1; ( , ) ≤ 1 holds. In the following part, we prove that ( , ) ≥ −1. Since 
Hesitant Fuzzy MADM
In this section, we propose an approach based on the TOPSIS method and the weighted correlation coefficient proposed in this paper to solve the hesitant fuzzy MADM problem with unknown attributes weights; particular emphasis is put on determining objective attributes weights based on Shannon information entropy. 
where ℎ = ℎ ( ) ( = 1, 2, . . . , ; = 1, 2, . . . , ) denotes a HFE.
Shannon Information Entropy.
Shannon information entropy quantifies the expected value of the information contained in a message. Entropy is typically measured in bits, nats, or bans. Shannon information entropy is the average unpredictability in a random variable, which is equivalent to its information content.
Definition 6. Let = { 1 , 2 , . . . , } be a discrete random variable with probability mass function ( ); the entropy of is defined as
where is the expected value operator. When taken from a finite sample, the entropy can explicitly be written as
In relation to ( ) = 0, the value of 0 ln (0) is taken to be 0.
Objective Attributes Weighting Method.
We first define a score matrix of a hesitant fuzzy decision making matrix. 
a score matrix of × , where = (ℎ ) is the score value of ℎ .
In the following part, we present a new objective attributes weighting method as follows.
Step 1. Calculate the score matrix of .
Step 2. Normalize the score matrix as follows:
where = / ∑ =1 ( = 1, . . . , ; = 1, . . . , ).
Step 3. Determine the attributes weights. Let
The attribute weight ( = 1, . . . , ) is defined by
The above objective attributes weighting method utilizes Shannon information entropy to express the relative intensities of attribute importance and the divergence among attributes. And, then, the attributes weights are determined through (12).
Hesitant Fuzzy MADM Approach.
With respect to the hesitant fuzzy MADM problem in Section 4.1, we present a hesitant fuzzy MADM approach based on TOPSIS method and the weighted correlation coefficient on HFS defined in Section 3. The schematic structure of the proposed hesitant fuzzy MADM approach is shown in Figure 1 , and the detailed decision steps of this approach are listed as below.
Step 1. On the basis of Definitions 2 and 3, we define the hesitant fuzzy positive solution
. . , + }, where + = {1} ( = 1, 2, . . . , ).
Step 2. Determine the objective attributes weights = [ 1 , 2 , . . . , ] based on the newly objective weighting method in Section 4.3.
Step 3. Calculate the weighted correlation coefficient ( , + ) ( = 1, 2, . . . , ) using (4).
Step 4. Rank all the alternatives based on ( , + ) ( = 1, 2, . . . , ) and select the most desirable one.
Illustrative Example and Discussion
In this section, we utilize a supplier selection example to illustrate the proposed method for determining objective attributes weights in a MADM problem under hesitant fuzzy environment.
Illustrative Example. Suppose the supplier selection problem refers to 5 possible alternatives
The attributes weights for these problems are completely unknown. The hesitant fuzzy decision making matrix of on is shown in Table 1 .
Step 1. Using Definitions 2 and 3, the hesitant fuzzy positive solution is defined as
Step 2. Based on the new objective attributes weighting method, the process of determining attributes weights is as follows. Firstly, calculate the score matrix of based on Definition 7: 
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Thirdly, the attribute weight vector is determined by (11) and (12) 
Step 3. Calculate the correlation coefficient ( , + ) ( = 1, 2, 3, 4) based on ( = 1, 2) (4), and the results are shown as in Table 2 . Step 4. Rank all the alternatives based on the obtained correlation coefficient values, and the ranking results are shown as in Table 2 . 
Comparison with Existing
Step 2. Based on the hesitant fuzzy cross-entropy (see (43) with = 2 in [12] ), calculate the positive cross-entropy + ( ) ( = 1, . . . , 5), the negative cross-entropy − ( ) ( = 1, . . . , 5), and the closeness degree ( ) ( = 1, . . . , 5) of the alternative ( = 1, . . . , 5) to the ideal solution by (54)-(56) in [12] as in Table 3 .
Step 3. Rank all the alternatives based on ( ) ( = 1, . . . , 5) as in Table 3 .
Discussion.
Both Method Xu and the newly hesitant fuzzy MADM approach proposed in this paper choose 5 as the most desirable one for the decision making example in Section 5.1. The results show that proposed MADM approach is effective for addressing hesitant fuzzy MADM problem with completely unknown attribute weight information. Instead of the decision making method in [12] , which utilizes hesitant fuzzy entropy to determine attributes weights depending on the credibility of the input data, we employ Shannon information entropy to express the relative intensities of attribute importance and determine the objective attributes weights.
Conclusion
By applying hesitant fuzzy sets to uncertain MADM problems, we can get more accurate choice from the incomplete and complex information derived from decision makers in real life. In this paper, we propose a new objective attributes weighting method based on Shannon information entropy to express the relative intensities of attribute importance and determine the objective attributes weights. Furthermore, we propose a MADM approach based on the new objective weighting method and a weighted correlation coefficient introduced in this paper. The results of the example in Section 5.1 indicate that the newly MADM approach is feasible and effective in dealing with hesitant fuzzy MADM problems with completely unknown attributes weights. The newly hesitant fuzzy MADM approach offers a useful way to solve uncertain decision making problems derived from supplier selection, public risk, medical diagnosis, and other aspects.
